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  Chapter 2 : Various test data that became the bases of the hypothesis in  

Chapter 1 and that investigation. 
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            About reduction device of fuel consumption amount 

 

Generally, many reduction devices of fuel consumption amount by reviving defect of 

engine temporarily are on sale, but they can not become true reduction device.  

 

Therefore, the occurring of new energy except the energy by combustion of conventional 

fuel oil is necessary.  

 

  

     About the measurement of reduction rate of the fuel consumption amount 

 

“The matters for investigation in particular that is necessary for reduction rate of right 

fuel consumption amount” 

 

(1) The technology being used for automobile is constituted by the technology of field  

   of many industry now. 

 

(2) The technology of the repair and the technology of the improvement performance  

of engine each give the influences mutually organically and give decisive effects 

in the fuel efficiency of the car. 

 

  (3) Therefore, for deciding of reduction rate of correct fuel consumption amount, 

many know-how are needed because the influence of the technique of driving is 

big in  test drives. 

 

  (4) For example, the increase of fuel consumption amount attains to 21%  

     theoretically when the speed of a car was raised by only 10%.  

     For example, 50km / h      55km / h 

 

  (5) By the way, when a car is driven generally in test drives that can gain the  

     normal practical reduction rate of fuel consumption amount, the necessary drive 

     conditions are as follows. 

A. Test drive has to equate the drive speeds.  

B. Test drive has to equate test courses.  

C. The quantity of consumption fuel has to measure precisely in the tests. 



                                （５） 

  (6) There are many know-how proving the hypothesis of each "Infinite magnetic 

field" in heat engine such as car engine and large-sized car engine and ship 

engine and boiler.  

    

  (7) By many know-how that are not described in Chapter 2, big reduction rate of 

fuel consumption amount attaining to 10%~20% that is not thought until now 

was attained. 
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１. A（１）. Investigation on measurement data by " E-oiler" by "Waseda environmental  

            laboratory Co., Ltd." 

 

  "Waseda environmental laboratory Co., Ltd." is an engine research group by the  

  Waseda University alumnus. 

 

“Test car” 

  Under the same condition by the test run of a truck of 1.5 tons of diesel engine, we  

  compare the test results in the case that "E-oiler" is attached and the case that is  

  not attached. 

 

“Actual driving test result” 

   Normal :  9.18Km/H 

   Ｅ-oiler : １０.４Km/H  

      The reduction rate of fuel consumption amount : １３.２％ up 

 

“Conclusion” 

    The fuel consumption rate was measured, and approximately improvement of  

  13.2% was confirmed. 

     About additional correction by "Condition of test" in Page 6.  

 

(1) While ten minutes, test car stopped by alarm lamp during the test run that  

  "E-oiler" was attached, and the work for roasting of catalyst was performed in a  

   idling driving condition.  

 

(2) Therefore, corrected fuel consumption rate became higher numerical value of 5%  

   degrees more than this test run.  

 

(3) Therefore, it is estimated that more right fuel consumption rate became 18.2%  

   degrees by adding corrected value of 5% degrees to the measuring value 13.2% in 

the test run in the case of "E-oiler" being attached. 

    

 

       

                                                                                                       



                                     （７） 

２A（２）. measurement data by "E-oiler" of "Waseda environmental laboratory Co., 

Ltd."  

                                                      

                                                                            

 P. 1 
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Ｐ４ 
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（１１） 

  

  

 

 

３. B（１）.Investigation about the test data by test run of a car by " E-oiler" by  

            "Tokushima industry junior college" 

 

(1) As for the following test data, "Sumiwaka Marlin Transportation Co., Ltd." asked 

"Tokushima industry junior college" (specialty college of the automobile) for actual 

proof test of reduction effect of fuel consumption amount about "E-oiler".   

 

(2) Test car: Nissan engine  (caravan) that was made in 2008.  

   Total exhaust amount : 2.95 liters.   

 

(3) The actual test run that attached "E-oiler" was carried out in the run condition of  

  10-15 modes of a car three times.        

   As a result of test: the mean reduction rate of three times of fuel consumption  

   amount became 17.2%. 

 

(4) This product by joint development by "Daihatsu automobile Co., Ltd." And 

   "Tokushima industry junior college" that has ended the test run by "E-oiler" being  

 attached to test car already was put on sale as a product showing epoch-making fuel                   



                                      （１２）  

consumption amount reduction effect attaining to 2%~3% in 2010.  

     Above was mentioned as confident article in ”Asahi newspaper".  

                                      

 (5)As noted above, according to close test run of engine researcher about improving 

the rate of fuel consumption of the test car is the limits anymore and needless to 

say, the scope of improving does not exist at all.  

     

 (6) Therefore, 17.2% of reduction rates of fuel consumption amount of "E-oiler" are  

    unbelievable big numeric value.  

 

 (7) In other words, by "Infinite magnetic field" fuel oil itself was improved in  

    combustion characteristic fundamentally so that the reduction rate of fuel  

    consumption amount of engine becomes greatest.  

 

 (8) By these data of this fuel oil my hypothesis to generate new unknown power by 

    expansion pressure of explosive evaporation by magnetism is able to be supported.   
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４. B （２） The test data by test run of a car by "E-oiler" by "Tokushima industry  

             junior college" 
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                                    （１６） 

５．C（１） 

   Investigation on measurement data of about the rate of fuel consumption（Km / L）  

   by "E-oiler" by "The technical association on transport by motor car" 

    

 (1) Testing organization: (The foundation) "The technical association on transport by  

    motor car" 

                                      

 (2) This test is an only test in Japan in "10.15 modes" by "Carbon balance method " by  

    public testing organization about exhaust gas of a car and fuel consumption rate of 

    a car. 

  

(3) About the rate of fuel consumption（Km / L）. 

   The test effect that "E-oiler" was attached is increment of 4.3% of fuel consumption  

   rate. 

         

(4) The increment of 4.3% of fuel consumption rate by "Carbon balance method" is high 

   numerical value that has not existed conventionally and the conventional fuel 

   consumption rates are 1-2% degree at most .  

 

(5) Above-mentioned data is proving the effect that fuel consumption amount in engine  

   decreased. 

 

(6) The decreasing of carbon dioxide (CO2)  at the same time too in the test data  

   mentioned above was proved.   

   This data is notable data to demonstrate reduction effect of the carbon dioxide 

(CO2) concretely.  

 

(7)The polluting of engine oil is decreasing greatly by the using fuel oil by "E-oiler" 

device and engine oil is dropping in temperature to 3 degrees centigrade, too. 

   Therefore the life span of engine oil becomes long life greatly.  

 

 

 

 

 



                                    （１７） 

６．C（２） 

   Measurement data of fuel consumption rate by "E-oiler" by "The technical  

   association on transport by motor car" 

                                     

  As for the following test data, "Sun breath sikoku Co., Ltd." required the test in 

    order to give a proof of reduction effect of fuel consumption amount by "E-oiler"  

    device to "The technical association on transport by motor car". 

    In the following data "E-oiler" device is called "Eco-oiler".  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



（１８） 

 

         

  

 

 

 

 



（１９） 

 

 

      The above is data of the exhaust gas test in the idling condition. 

 

 

 

 

                                     



（２０） 

 

            NOx is increasing to 0.020ppm from 0.011ppm. 

  This shows the fact that the fine grain of carbon having adhered to the inner wall 

of exhaust pipe by "The stripping function" by "E-oiler" device, exfoliated. 

      

    

 

 



                                    （２１） 

 Ｐ４ 

 

 

                It is photograph of "E-oiler" device used for above test. 

                                     



（２２） 

 

     The above is the photograph which attached "E-oiler" device to fuel hose of test  

      car. 

 

                                    



 （２３） 

７ .D（１） 

  Measurement on test data of reduction rate of fuel consumption amount by  

    "E-oiler" device by large truck  

 

“Circumstances of Japanese public organization about test of a car” 

  Because the fuel consumption rate of the trucks being more than loading capacity 2  

  tons can not be measured in the Japanese public test institution, I described the  

 unofficial fuel consumption rate of the large trucks as follows. 

 

“Condition of the test” 

  The tests are done in the same course in the same speed before and after "E-oiler"  

  device is attached to test car.  

  Therefore, the time of test run is equal, too.  

  

“Economical effect” 

（１）Fuel cost in large Diesel engine car such as large truck and dump and buses is  

     ２００,０００～５００,０００yen per month . 

   Therefore if the reduction rate of fuel consumption amount is １０%, the reduction  

costs are ２０,０００～５０,０００ yen per month.  

 

（２）We could get the data of accuracy reduction rate of fuel consumption amount with 

conditions of right test run as possible as.  

    

（３）Therefore we show the data of reduction rate of fuel consumption amount by the 

     test run on general road about each trucks as follows. 

 

 

 

８. D（２） 

    The test data of reduction rate of fuel consumption amount of large truck in test  

    run(reference values)  

                           

 (A). Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd.： "Canter"： loading capacity 2 tons truck. 

   The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 20.9%.     

 



                                                                        （２４） 

 (B). Hino Motors Co., Ltd.： refrigerator car ：loading capacity 4 tons truck. 

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 21.3%.  

   By "4 parallel currents sharing device"  

                                 

 (C). Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd. ：loading capacity 10 tons truck.   

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 9.4%.  

     By "4 parallel currents sharing device" 

 

 (D). Hino Motors Co., Ltd. ：loading capacity 10 tons dump truck. 

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 19.5%. 

    By "4 parallel currents sharing device" 

 

 (E). Isuzu Motors Co., Ltd. ：loading capacity 10 tons truck.   

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 14.3%.  

     By "4 parallel currents sharing device" 

 

 (F). Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd. ：loading capacity 10 tons truck.       

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 12.5%.  

   By "4 parallel currents sharing device" 

                                    

 (G). Nissan Diesel Co., Ltd. ：loading capacity 10 tons dump car. 

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 17.6%.   

     By "4 parallel currents sharing device" 

 

 (H). Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd. ：loading capacity 15 tons truck.    

     The percent improvement of the fuel consumption rate: 22.1%.   

     By "4 parallel currents sharing device" 

 

“The improvement of the performance of engine” 

 

(1) Large decline of the engine sound 

 

(2) The car starts smoothly and smoothes the shift-up of change gear.  

 

 



                                                                         （２５） 

(3) The same hill-climbing is possible without changing the gear to more low-speed of 

rotation by the increase of torque of engine. 

 

(4) The display of the tachometer of the driving seat declines 20~100 rotary number 

degrees from real number of rotation of a car.  

 

(5) An early brakes operation is necessary for tending to be behind with effect of the 

engine brake by the increment of torque of engine. 

 

 

 

 

 

９. E（１） 

   "E-oiler" device with "4 parallel currents sharing device" for large diesel engine car 

                                     

 

 



                                    （２６） 

 

      Expressed photographs above are "4 parallel currents sharing device" for large 

      diesel engine car such as a truck or a bus. 

      "4 parallel currents sharing device" is constituted by "E-oiler" device consisting 

of eight of 19P device. 

    

 



                                     （２７） 

   Expressed photograph above shows the condition that "4 parallel currents  

   sharing device" for large diesel engine car is attached on a fuel tank.  

 

 

１０.  F（１） 

  The test data of ship engine by "Trans-master" device by "Sumiwaka Marine  

  Transportation Co., Ltd."     

 

    The test data in "The third sumiwakamaru" to belong to "Sumiwaka marine  

  transportation Co., Ltd." in ship engine by fuel oil of "Trans-master" device are 

   shown as follows. 

 

 “Results of each measurement items” 

 

(1) A reduction rate of fuel consumption amount : 5.5% 

 

(2) The number rotation of output shaft in ship engine 

 

a) Data of navigation time that is shortened 4% exist    

   b) Therefore, the increase of the number of rotation of output shaft of ship 

      engine becomes 5.7% (4 x1.414).  

   c) For example, in the case of 260rpm, the number of rotation of output shaft of  

      ship engine rises to 275rpm usually. 

 

(3) The exhaust gas temperature of the ship engine declines to an average of 14  

   degrees Celsius. 

 

   a) The measuring was practiced while 24 hours every 1-3 hours, for depriving of 

          influence by outside air temperature.  

       b) When "Trans-master" device was attached.：304 degrees Celsius (average) 

       c) When "Trans-master" device was not attached.：318 degrees Celsius (average) 

                                   

(4) A harmful exhaust gas of ship engine decreased greatly. 

 

                                                                      



（２８） 

    (5) In clause (3) in “Results of each measurement items” the temperature of 

exhaust gas declined an average of 14 degrees Celsius. 

       In other words, the fact that the combustion temperature in cylinder decreases  

       has been given a proof. 

 

“Conclusion” 

 

(1) The fact that unknown motive power by new expansion pressure of explosive 

    evaporation by magnetism attaining to 11.2% of thermal expansion pressure by  

    conventional explosive combustion occurred is estimated with clause (1) and  

    clause (2) in “Results of each measurement items”. 

 

   (2) Fuel consumption amount per hour in ship engine 

    When "Trans-master" device was attached：An average of 189.5 liters / h  

      When "Trans-master" device was not attached：An average of 189.5 liters / h 

      Therefore, reduction rate of fuel consumption amount becomes 5.5% 

    

   (3) “The reduction rate of navigation time” is 4%. 

    Therefore, the reduction rate of fuel consumption amount by "Trans-master"  

      Device becomes 11.2%. 

      Clause (1) + clause (2) in “Results of each measurement items”  

         =５.５％ +５.７％ ＝ １１.２％ 

          

(4)The following is data with "Trans-master" device of “ The third sumiwakamaru".  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                       



 （２９） 

     P. １  

 

                                   

   P. ２ 

  
 

 

 

 

 



                                                              （３０）                     

  P. ３ 

 

 

 １１.  Ｆ（２） 

     Investigation on test data of ship engine by "Trans-master" device by 

     "Snmiwaka Marine Transportation Co., Ltd." 

                                                                        

１．“Detailed explanations about the measurement clause (1)~(4)” 

 “measurement clause (2)” 

  About "The increase of the number of rotation of output shaft" in ship engine . 

 

(1) According to measurement clause (2) navigation time of the ship is shortened and 

   the number of rotation of output shaft of ship engine increases.  

 

(2) For that reason, the navigation time of ship becomes the condition that navigated in 

   275 rotations in spite of being set already beforehand with 260 revolutions of by 

   electronic governor .  

 

“The reason mentioned above” 

                                   

   

 



（３１） 

(1) By the way, the number of rotation of output shaft of the normal ship engine is  

   controlled automatically by “Electronic governor” so that can always maintain the                                    

   same number of rotation. 

 

(2) For maintaining usually the same number of rotation “Electronic governor” works  

   to change supply fuel oil in ship engine by measuring the difference between the  

   number of rotation of output shaft in ship engine and the number of rotation of 

   output shaft that was established in “Electronic governor” beforehand (260rpm) .  

 

(3) Furthermore, “Electronic governor” has function to maintain automatically in the 

   number of rotation of output shaft that was always set beforehand by changing 

   supply amount of fuel oil in engine.  

 

(4) In addition, the increase amount of the number of rotation by new unknown motive 

   power of engine occurring by expansion pressure of explosive evaporation by 

   magnetism with "Trans-master" device is much more bigger than a control function 

   of the number of rotation in engine by “Electron governor”. 

 

(5) In this case, total number of rotation of output shaft by full motive power of engine  

   provided by "Trans-master" device, is the number of rotation that added the number 

   of rotation of output shaft being equivalent to reduction quantity of fuel oil that was 

   able to read in fuel indicator of ship engine to ２７５rotations per minute of output 

   shaft being equivalent to reduction of navigation time. 

                                                                          

(6) The increasing number of rotation (15 revolutions per minute) of output shaft by  

    "Trans-master" device is added to the number of rotation (260 rotations per  

minute)of output shaft being set in “Electronic governor” beforehand 

conventionally in ship engine. 

    As a result true number of rotation of output shaft in ship engine becomes ２７５  

    rotations per minute.  

 

(7)In other words, the increase phenomenon of the number of rotation of output shaft 

in ship engine mentioned above is giving the proof that new unknown motive power 

of expansion pressure of explosive evaporation by magnetism occurs and was added 

to thermal expansion pressure of explosive combustion in  



                                   （３２） 

conventional engine.   

       

  ２、 “The decrease of 14 degrees Celsius in temperature of exhaust gas in clause (3) 

of measurement items". 

       

 (1) Until now, it has been said that the increase of carbon dioxide (CO2) by the 

increase of fuel consumption amount with the purifier of harmful exhaust gases 

such as the appendage, the catalyst, the filter, for the decrease of oxides of nitrogen 

(NOx) has been technically unavoidable.   

 

 (2) Conventional engine technology is generating a relation of 2 law rebellion of the 

    decrease of carbon dioxide (CO2) and the decrease of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) . 

 

 (3) By the way, it is estimated that temperature in cylinder was decreased around 

    11.2% by the fact that quantity of fuel oil being supplied to engine and being burnt  

    in cylinder declined 11.2% too. 

 

 (4) Furthermore, the fact that combustion temperature in cylinder is equivalent to  

    temperature of exhaust gas that decreased to 14 degrees Celsius, is estimated.  

 

 (5) Therefor, because the occurrence of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) is decided by  

    temperature in cylinder greatly, there is possibility that oxides of nitrogen (NOx)  

    did not occur.  

                                                                         

(6) In addition, results of mentioned above "measurement clause (1) and clause(2) and 

clause(3) " are proofs of the important fact that can decrease at the same time 

oxides  of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon dioxide (CO2) clearly.   

 

(7) In other words, the test effect mentioned above is proving that technology by  

    "Infinite magnetic field" is ideal technology that can completely balance "The  

    prevention of environmental pollution" and "The security of energy".  

 

 

３ ． About ”seal of standard output of ship engine (barge in particular) by 

administration” 



                                    （３３） 

(１) Conventionally because ship engine is the diesel engine same as automobile, the 

    decrease at the same time of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and decrease of carbon 

dioxide (CO2)  are impossible.  

                                                                                                                                   

(2)Therefore, at first the standard output forcibly is sealed in navigation of ship for the 

purpose of the decrease of only oxides of nitrogen (NOx) by the administration. 

(especially in large-scale barge ship) 

 

(3) For that reason, the supply amount of fuel oil of ship engine decreases, and as a  

result combustion temperature in cylinder decreases too.  

 

(4) The increment of fuel consumption to be caused by such an disposal of   

   administration, that is to say the amount of occurrence of carbon dioxide (CO2) and  

   the financial burden are very big.  

 

(5) On the other hand, international conference about regulation of CO2 about  

   applicable ship 50,000 was already opened.  

 

(6) In other words, the concrete plan of "The burden system of fuel oil" was already 

   investigated as urgent problem in "The marine organization of the United Nations”  

   in October, 2010.  

 

(7) The fact that carbon dioxide (CO2) is greatly increased to the contrary for the  

   decrease of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) until now is the most important problem 

having to solve early about engine technology. 

                                                                 

(8) Enforced policy by administration about the decrease of oxides of nitrogen (NOx)  

   with sealed standard output must be looked again rapidly. 

 

(9) Needless to say, the development of difficult problems of engine technology is the  

   most valuable technology about the economy and is the most valuable technology  

   about the prevention of global warming-up from the international situation too. 

                                                                          

(10) Cost of fuel consumption in marine transportation industry are big especially and  

    are bigger cost more than fuel consumption cost of transportation industry with 



                                    （３４） 

the truck.             

   Therefore, the reduction technology of fuel consumption becomes the decisive factor  

   of the economic competitive ability in marine transportation industry especially. 

                                                                                                            

(11) Future of shipbuilding industry is entrusted to basically a development of superior 

    engine of high fuel efficiency of low fuel consumption amount similarly. 

    Shipbuilding industry is basic large industry having wide industrial structure that  

    have supported Japan until now.  

 

(12) However, shipbuilding industry of Japan loses the economic competitive ability 

    today and is condition like the candle flickering before the wind. 

 

(13) Because ship engine technology has been already completed now, even the 

    improvement of 1%~2% of fuel consumption is impossible.  

 

(14) The characteristic of combustion of heavy oil to use for ship engine is improved 

    basically by "Trans-master" device of "Infinite magnetic field" in degree that is not  

    thought conventionally. 

 

(15) Therefore, a reduction rate of around 10% of fuel consumption amount on the 

    average has been achieved in many tests during 5 years in ship engine in the past. 

 

４．“Reduction of the harmful exhaust-gas” 

 

(1) By fuel oil with "E-oiler" device and "Trans-master" device, the mixture gas with 

fuel and air that complete combustion is possible can be constituted in cylinder of 

engine. 

                                                                             

(2)Furthermore, “After-burning” is lost by the dissolution of ignition delay and the 

   increase of the spread speed of flame in cylinder.  

  

(3)High temperature gas of not yet ending combustion in "bottom dead center"  

   neighborhood of the combustion stroke of cylinder by "After-burning" is introduced  

 with enforcement into a low temperature exhaust pipe from a cylinder in early  

   exhaust stroke.  



                                     （３５） 

(4) Therefore, in exhaust pipe non-combustion gas is quenched, and non-combustion 

gas becomes a main cause of various kinds of harmful exhaust gases. 

   

                                                                           

 １２.  F（３） 

   Experiment ship "The third Sumiwakamaru" with "Trans-master" device 

                                     

 

       The ship that "Trans-master" device was installed 

 

 

                                                                        

１３. F（４） 

      "Trans-master" device being installed in ship engine 

 

                                                                          

 (1) The following photograph is the photograph that "Trans master" device was 

   set on a service tank of heavy oil A of "The third sumiwakamaru". 



                                    （３６） 

  (2) Engine output is large-scale barge ship of 2,700HP. 

     There is not any trouble until now and is favorable navigation.  

 

  (3) The reduction rate of the fuel consumption in navigation test becomes an average  

      of 10% . 

                                                                           

 (4) Therefore, fuel cost of "The third snmiwakamaru" is 6,000~8,000 ten thousand  

     yen per year, and the reduction costs of annual fuel consumption with "Trans- 

     master" device reach 600~800 ten thousand yen   

  

                                   

１４. F（５） 

       Tests by "E-oiler" device by navigations of other ships  

 

 The tests start from August, 2005 and reach to the present. 

 

A. One medium-sized freighter of "New Nippon Steel Transport Co., Ltd." ： 

  "E-oiler device for heavy oil C " 

 

B. One interior container ship of "Imoto Commerce Transport Co., Ltd." ： 

  "E-oiler device for heavy oil C" 

 

 (1) Because fuel consumption amount of ship engine is greatly large more than truck 

     engine, the most large management theme of the industry of marine  

     transportation is focusing efforts fundamentally on using ship engine of high fuel  

     efficiency. 

 

 (2) Therefore, cheap heavy fuel oil is used exclusively. 

   Because the fuel consumption amount of large-scale ship engine particularly is 

   large, the cheapest heavy oil C of bad quality is used mainly. 

                                                                            

 (3) By the way, in "The third sumiwakamaru" and other experiment ships, there are 

not any accidents until now, and are favorable navigation.  

 

 (4) Besides, because ship speed rises by fuel oil with "Trans-master" device, only a  



                                    （３７） 

part of supply fuel amount to engine is set in the condition that is decreased  

     beforehand and for that reason ship speed always can go back to same  

     conventional speed automatically.  

 

  (5) The reduction rate of fuel supply amount by only "Electronic governor" attains to 

     4%~6% in navigation test.  

                                                                        

C. Now, only one method of not generating a cage exists by mixing chemical drugs with  

   fuel oil in storage tank as reduction technology of fuel consumption amount of large 

   size ship engine generally worldwide.  

 

  (1) The reduction technology of fuel consumption amount in ship engine attain to the  

      limits already like a car engine.  

      Therefore, now by improvement of mechanical structural in engine, even the  

      reduction rate of fuel consumption amount of only 1% is impossible clearly.                                                                  

     

  (2) Heavy oil C is poor quality fuel oil that is apt to produce a cage usually. 

      Therefore, a cage precipitates and accumulates on the bottom of fuel tank with  

      passage of time. 

 

  (3) The quantity of the cage that is accumulated at the bottom of fuel tank 

      conventionally and cannot send to engine, attains to 2%~3%. 

      Therefore, the chemical drugs that does not generate the cage in heavy oil C is  

      mixed beforehand. 

   

  (4) As for the reduction technology of fuel consumption amount in ship engine 

      conventionally, there is only one technology that heavy oil C is sent to engine  

      without producing the cage by mixing chemical drugs beforehand. 

      Therefore, components of the cage are sent to engine and are burned at the same  

      time.  

                                                                     

  (5) In other words, by this fact this technology is considered to be decreased 2%~3%  

 in reduction of fuel consumption amount virtually. 

                                   

  (6) This method is effective in the maintenance of fuel tank, but we can not ascertain 



                                       （３８）    

the generation of motive power in engine with combustion of component of the  

      cage being sent to cylinder of engine without becoming the cage.  

 

 (7) Besides, we need to ascertain the generation of new harmful exhaust gas by  

   combustion of chemical drugs being mixed.  

 

 

                                                                         

１５. F（６）  

      Latest "Trans-master" device for ship engine   

                                                                       

 

       The photograph is set device for "Trans-master" of marine application. 

 

                                     

 

 

 



                                       （３９） 

    The ship engine of "The third sumiwakamaru" ： 2,700HP  

                 ： Fuel consumption 100 liters per hour   

      Two set devices of "Trans-master" of the photograph are used in parallel. 

                                                                         

    "Conditions for use" 

         Working temperature, 50 degrees Celsius is maximum.  

         Working pressure 5kg /㎠ is maximum.  

         Heavy oil A is fuel oil for exclusive use. 

 

This device is aiming at attaining to reduction rate of 20% of fuel consumption 

amount.   

                                                                                                                              

１６.  G（１） 

   "E-oiler" device consisting of one pair of "Magnet row" being constituted by plural  

   "Infinite magnetic field". 

 

 

 

                                                                  



（４０） 

The photograph shows "Magnet row" being put in aluminum case. 

"Magnet row" is consisting of plural "Infinite magnetic field" consisting of 

neodymium-magnet. 

"E-oiler" device is consisting of one pair of "Magnet row". 

 

  

 

 

１７. G（２）  

         "E-oiler" device to be attached to fuel hose in engine.                                                                                     

 

            The above is photograph attached to fuel hose. 

 

        The places for attaching "E-oiler" device 

          Rubber fuel hose (φ 15): gasoline engine, diesel engine. 

          Copper tube (φ 8): LP gas engine 

 

                                              



（４１） 

１８.  G（３） 

   The adsorption and drop tests of the aluminum coin by "Infinite magnetic field" 

                                                                                             

 

 

   An aluminum coin of 1 yen is dropped on main flux surface of "Magnet row" being 

   put perpendicularly. 

 

  (1) When the drop of an aluminum coin starts by gravity along main flux surface of  

      "Magnet row", an aluminum coin cuts magnetic flux of "Infinite magnetic field". 

 

  (2) Therefore, "Inductive magnetic domain" is generated in an aluminum coin and  

      the aluminum coin is adsorbed by magnetic force of main flux of "Magnet row"  

      and the drop of the aluminum coin stops. 

 

  (3) "Inductive magnetic domain" that has been generated already in the aluminum 

   coin disappears when the aluminum coin has been adsorbed on main flux surface  

   of "Magnet row" and has stopped.   

                                                                         

 (4) Therefore, the aluminum coin begins to drop by gravity along main flux surface of 

      "Magnet row" again.  



                                     （４２）  

  (5) Whenever the aluminum coin attains to each "Infinite magnetic field" of "Magnet  

     row", the aluminum coin repeats the conditions of clause (1) and clause (2) in 

turn. 

                                                                                                

  (6) As a result the aluminum coin repeats a drop and stopping intermittently 

      continually. 

 

 

１９. H（１） 

   Data of the reduction rate of fuel consumption amount by burner of boiler. 

 

"Purpose of the test" 

  The measurement of reduction rate of fuel consumption amount when "E-oiler"  

    device was used for fuel oil of boiler for seaweed drying machine.  

 

" Drying machine to use for tests" 

    Drying machine for seaweed  

     "Hayashisaki, Akashi-city fishermen's cooperative association" possesses.       

    Fuel oil A.  

 

"Drying machine" 

    Takeshita Tri-Star TSD20 (4041)    

    Perfect automatic manufacturing device of seaweed 

    Burner : "A product made in Takeshita industry Co., Ltd. : "GPN - 50MWEM" 

 

"Test period" 

    From February 01, 2006 to April 21, 2007    "E-oiler" device test: One year 

 

"Test method" 

    The past average shipment number of sheets of seaweed are compared with the  

     shipment number of sheets of seaweed by "E-oiler" device being put on in 2006. 

                                                                       

"Test results" 

(1) Results of test by "E-oiler" device : 6,562,200 pieces of total shipment number of 

   sheets. 



                                   （４３） 

(2) Total amount of fuel oil being used is 43,178 liters. 

                                                                      

  (3) From clause(1)and clause(2) : Average shipment number of sheets is 152.4  

       sheets/liter.  

       

   (4) The air temperature of winter season was average. 

 

                                                                         

"The past results"                                    

(1) The average shipment number of sheets in 2002 was 143.9 sheets/liter:  

   Fuel consumption amount was little in particular for mild winter. 

 

(2) The average shipment number of sheets in 2005 was 130.9 sheets/liter. 

   Fuel consumption amount was much in particular for severe winter. 

 

"Conclusion" 

   The reduction rate of fuel consumption amount by "E-oiler" device being attached. 

(1) Reduction rate of fuel consumption amount was risen 5.9% in 2002.  

(2) Reduction rate of fuel consumption amount was risen 16.4% in 2005. 

 

 

２０. I（１） 

    The test device of ship engine by "E-oiler" device by "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. 

Co.,Ltd." 

 

(1) The following is the test of marine engine by "E-oiler" device that was requested to  

   Research Department of “Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co.,Ltd." from "Sumiwaka Marine  

   Transportation Co., Ltd.". 

 

(2) Because the test does not complete yet, only test preparation is described.  

                                                                       

(3) The following is the test system of "E-oiler" device in Research Department of  

   "Daihatsu Diesel Co., Ltd.".  

 

 



（４４）                                  

About "test methods"  

 

(1) In navigation test, the acquirement of exact measurement of ship engine by 

   "E-oiler" device is impossible because the output and fuel consumption amount in  

    ship engine are under big influence of the variations of natural phenomenon such 

    as tides and waves and the weathers. 

 

(2) Ship engine test is executed in the examination room of "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. 

Co.,Ltd." with “Water pressure dynamometer”. 

    Therefore, the exclusion of influences of the natural phenomenon becomes the test  

    of ideal ship engine.  

                                      

(3) In "5. measurement device" in "E-oiler test plan",  the increase of the number 

   of rotation of output shaft in engine by expansion pressure of explosive evaporation  

   by magnetism by "E-oiler" device is measured. 

 

(4) In this case the measurement of the load torque is necessary and the measurement  

  of the number of rotation of output shaft in ship engine by the “Water pressure 

   dynamometer” that is connected with output shaft in ship engine is necessary  

   particularly.  

 

 (5) Therefore, the adding a tachometer newly to measure the number of rotation of  

  output shaft of ship engine is most important.  

"The reason that a tachometer sets up in addition to test scheme drawing of 

"E-oiler" device of "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co.,Ltd.". 

 

(6)Though the rotation speed of output shaft in ship engine is set in “Electronic 

governor” beforehand, the rotation speed with “Trans-master” device of “Infinite 

magnetic field” increases more than the set speed of “Electronic governor”.  

                                                                     

(7)The following is test scheme drawing of "E-oiler" device with "6 parallel currents  

   sharing device" by "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co.,Ltd." Research Department. 

                                     

(8) New tachometer is set in addition to output shaft of ship engine in the test scheme 

  drawing.  



                                                                    （４５）  

２１.  I（２）  

      "E-oiler" device by "6 parallel currents sharing device" in ship engine  

 

The following photograph is "6 parallel currents sharing device" by "E-oiler" device that 

was used for the test in "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co.,Ltd.". 

 

                                     

 

 

                                                                         

２２.  I（３） 

      The following photograph is test system of "E-oiler" in ship engine by Research  

      Department of "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co.,Ltd." 

 

The setting a tachometer for measuring the increase of the speed of rotation of output 

shaft in ship engine by expansion pressure of explosive evaporation by magnetism 

especially is important. 

                                                                     



   （４６）                                 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 



                                     （４７）                   

２３. I（４） 

  The full view of test system of "E-oiler" device by "Daihatsu Diesel Mfg. Co.,Ltd."  

 

                                                                    

 

 

 

２４.  

 The various tests to support may hypothesis by "Infinite magnetic field" of Chapter 1 

 

 The tests of each engine researchers gave enough proofs of my hypothesis that was  

  expressed in Chapter 1 about "Infinite magnetic field".  

 

        

 



                                     （４８） 
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